Fix this sentence:

josie brock justin billy and me is having Fun playing the Games at sunsplash

Write the synonym from the word bank: bright           pal          angry          easy

simple ______ mad _______ light ________ buddy __________

Circle the nouns in this sentence. (PERSON, PLACE, THING)

Nine angry ants climbed over the big hill and took the food away from the grasshopper.

Circle the words that are spelled WRONG in this sentence:
Fix the words and write them correctly on the line.

Eighty burds walkt around the yard.

Circle the correct verb in each sentence.

Randy and Brett (climb  climbed ) over the big rock and jumped into the pond.

Mrs. Henry will (ask  asked ) her neighbor to help trim her trees.

Greg and Marty (was  were ) at their cousin’s house.

The donkey (carries  carried ) the big load of wheat for the farmer last Saturday.

Jeff (hops  hopped ) up and down when he heard that their family would be going to Disneyland.

ABC order: jiggle  Jupiter  jelly  joke  judge